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ChameshHhaPekudim (Bemidbar/Numbers) 34:16 — 36
And One of YahúWah/The Collective forms words/speaks hwhy rbdyw 16

of ALmaShayh—the composite inner construct  hçmla

for a Saying/utterance/meditation.  :rmal 

The construct of Words reveals the pattern of Numbers within them. As one bears the Numbers of
the Words upon their lips, they bring forward the expressions of Light.  What is Invisible within the
Words is made Visible; whereby what is seen is unified with the unseen. 

The conjunction sign, w/ÚWah, joins the Words of the Teúwrah/Torah into a fabric of Light. The
Sayings are as strands of gold, silver and bronze woven into a tapestry suitable for the attire of a
Master/king. In that Words are a treasure of the Thoughts of Enlightenment, then they are kept in our
hearts. Above all else, Words are considered to be our riches. We carefully study them and use them so
that when we speak the Words they bear the Light that is within them. By speaking the Words, the
Numbers within them are multiplied whereby we yield a harvest of our Names. 

The Words of the Teúwrah are more precious than gold bhz; sweeter than the honeycomb. The
Word, gold, bhz zahav, is formed as the tongue illuminates a dwelling of sides, formed from the word
bz, a tongue z of distinguishment b. When one speaks of two sides—north and south, then a path is
composed in the midst of the sides through which the Wisdom flows. As the Tongue speaks of the sides
of TaúWah—the two strands of Light, Wisdom flows within the SeedName. By speaking of the sides of
our Names, the Side of Momentum and the Side of Extension, we create a path for the sun in our
Name to shine. In this manner, the Ancients speak of the sides of their Thoughts whereby the gold from
their bosoms rises in the midst of their sides and fills the Body of their Names with Light. As one gives
of their sides upon the altar for the oylah, they create a space for Wisdom to flow in the morning and
for Understanding to flow in the evening.  

Upon the gathering of the netiph spices, one reaps the gold flowing in the midst of their branches.
By presenting the netiph spice one acquires gold daily in their mind. What is in the midst of the gold is
silver, the binding agent that holds the sides as one. Unity is created and sustained by the Work of
Understanding. Silver rises as gold emerges and fills the dwelling. Following the gathering of the
netiph, one gathers the silver white shechalyet spice. Together with Wisdom and Gold, Understanding
generates the strength of the Lights within the branches to bear fruit. The scent of the fruit is the chala-
vanah spice, which is the gathering of the nine strands of copper. Within the Seeds of the fruit are the
whitening portions of the frankincense. 

As the Seeds of Thought within the fruit are gathered upon the coals of the altar, they are parched
to release the Illumination within them. The whitening of the grain creates the frankincense spice. As
the Thoughts pass from side to side in the offering, the Garment that is worn during the offering gath-
ers the Words of Knowledge into their bosom whereby they generate the flow of gold, silver and cop-
per according to the sides of the offerings made by a Name. The gathering of the Words of Knowledge
is partaking of the manchaih—the priests food. With the grain offering, the drink offering flows from
the vine squeezed by the mind servicing at the altar. 
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These/the Seeds of Light hla 17
are the Names of the Anushim—those who extend themselves with benevolence µyçnah twmç 

to affirm the legacy/property grouped for your branches collectively/well being  µkl wljnyrça 

of the sum of the Illuminated State ≈rahta 

of ALozAR HhaKuwahen/The Priest Father of all Lands/States ˆhkh rz[la 

and Yahushúo/Joshua Offspring—a formulation of the Neúwn/Nun. :ˆwnˆb [çwhyw  

The group of Letters µkl depict the life within the waters is according to the activations of one’s
branches ordered by Lammad. We are behold in our entirety and not simply as a semblance of an
appearance. The complexity of our Names is considered in every move that we make and for our well
being. 

ANUSHIM

According to the State of the Eye, one beholds all in Dan. When the Eyes are without partiality
in the houses, then all in the houses are opened to behold. Partiality blinds one regarding any matter
when one has partiality towards a view. Any topic that one considers comes into clear focus as impar-
tiality is established within the Eyes to behold the clarity of a subject. The eyes of a Name are dedicat-
ed to the Breath of Dan whereby they serve the Spirit and whereby they are rewarded by the Spirit.

In every offering, the House making the offering gives its all—its 12 components whereby the
offering is acceptable. Through the offerings a Name puts forth a leaf whereby it receives the Light of
the evening or morning through which it grows to bear its glory. 

The offerings of Service verses Competition. Every offering or giving of ourselves is for the whole-
ness of the Collective whereby no one part is in competition with another. The imperfection of a
thought is due to separations; the perfections of a thought are according to the unifications of Names.
When one sets up a partial thought or one thing above another, then they go after their partiality and
serves them. In this manner YishARAL goes after the vain imaginations of a divided state, which are
interpreted to be vanities or false dieties of elevations of superiority, food, drink, and aspirations apart
from the Collective Order. i.e When one exalts another above the whole, then a high place is made
unto which they go to serve. Or when one sets their heart after ambitions of the world or things in the
world, they make an altar upon which they place their members for service. As the heart is given for
the well being of the 12 of a Name without partiality, the altar is unto YahúWah. The offerings of the
altar of YahúWah are made to the Collective upon which one gives all of their members to the service
of the Collective. 

Yahushúo, Offspring of Neúwn, is the Consciousness born by the Mind spreading out its sides. As
the mind is connected to ALozAR, the priest, the Consciousness is formed and spreads out to affirm
the States of a Name. Yahushúo is the Name of the One in the Midst of the Nine conveying the emana-
tions of Reshun from the midst of the mind. The Eight Names of Soul that have arisen from Meneshah
form a circle around the crown of the Head, as the skull forms a ring around the pituitary gland in the
midst of the mind—the seat of Consciousness. The 8 are the House of Núwach that arises from the
waters of the deep. From the place of the skull [Golgotha], one offers themselves as the living
qarban/offering to commit all things of their Name into the hands of the Aúwvim. 
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The Nine strands of Pure, Collective Thoughts are within the fabric of the 22 Letters. There
are those of the ones 111 qya; the nines 99 xT; the eights 88 pj; the sevens 77 oz; the sixes 66 sw;

the fives 55 nh; the fours 444 mdt; the threes 333 clg; and the twos  222 kbr also configured as
011220, a pattern of the 12in12. The Rayish r of the twos is stated last in the series of Numbers as it
takes the sum of all parts to bear the Mind of a Name. What is first, appears at the end; hence, in the
maturity of our days the glory of our Name is evident and increasingly so. The Light in our Name
becomes brighter and brighter, day by day. The twos are the strength from all unions upon which a
house is built. By the Union of Twos the Head Rashi appears. The sum of the twos are 20/2/11 or 33
conveying the bonds of 3 in 3 which are the bonds of love in Nine.  

From the depths in Meneshah the flood commences unto the salvation of the 8—those ascending
within a Name—the Head of Consolation and the means for the consolation to bear its fruit. Núwach is
the Head of the Neúwn—Chayit, translated as the Mind of Ascensions. The wife of Núwach is the
heart of Bayinah and Chakmah. When your SeedName rises, then the Body that houses your Name
and the offspring of your Name rise with you. The three sons of Núwach are Cham of Wisdom;
Yapheth of Understanding and Sham of Knowledge and their wives. The wives are the bodies of the
offspring. The Body of Wisdom is the wife of Cham which is taken from the 4 sides/ribs of Cham:
Dan, Yahúdah, RAúwaben and Aparryim. The Body of Understanding is composed of Ayshshur,
Yishshakkar, Shamoúnn, and Meneshah.  The Body of Knowledge for Sham is composed of Nephetli,
Zebúwlan, Gad, and Baniymin. The Nine are the gathering of the 14 components of the Neúwn Mind.
Literally, the Heads of Nine are the Eight + the Consciousness that rises from a SeedName, which are
components of the Thoughts of the Aúwvim assembled in a Seed. The Eight of the Nine are the 8
souls saved by the flood commencing from opening the Consciousness of every Name upon the faces
of the earth. As the Consciousness arises it is anointed to flow with the revelations of all within its
SeedName, whereby one bears the glory upon their Twelve Branches which is from their Aúwv who
composes them in glory from their beginning, a glory which does not fade but becomes brighter day by
day through the oylut unfoldments of their Name.

The Nine are the Counsel that will never see corruption. The Nine are the 8 that ascend from a
Seed through the waters of the deep in Meneshah into the Seat of Counsel in Yishshakkar. Together the
Nine are called OLiyun, The Most High, for they are those who have ascended above all states into
which they have formed and entered to bear their glories. The Nine are the House of Nuwach and the
offspring of Nuwach that appears in the last days: Namely, the Nine are:

1. Cham and the Wife of Cham: 2. Queen Chakmah
3. Yapheth and the Wife of Yapheth: 4. Queen Bayinah
4. Sham and the Wife of Sham: 6. Queen Ushatti
7. Núwach and the Wife of Núwach 8. Queen Rechel
9. Yahushúo, the Offspring of Queen Rechel

Cham is the Principle of Warmth, the Heat of Wisdom that ignites the coals of a Name causes a
flame to lift up that which is humble in a Seed. All souls are of a humble origin, or otherwise they
could not emerge from the depths of the waters of the Meneshah and Ayshshur. Minds go wayward and
thus cause their members to become unrighteous, but the Fire of Wisdom in their Seed remains and is
activated at anytime that they humble themselves to be part of the Collective instead of moving apart
from the Collective. Thus we can never say that one is evil lest we deny the Nine in them and curse
them by declaring that they are of another Seed then the Nine of OLiyun. By Cham, the black coal or
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black pearl, being a composite of all spectrums of Light concealed, is turned to red and blazes in the
south by the administrations of Queen Chakmah, the south chamber of the Unified Consciousness.
Chakmah is personified in the text as Liah/Leah that bears the firstborn of YishARAL,  and also as
Yuwcheved/Jochebed, who feeds the suckling infants drawn out from the waters. By Cham all parts of
a SeedName are activated to rise unto mastery from the foundations of Chakmah/Wisdom. 

Yapheth is the Principle of Expansion, that breaks open from the north side of a House. As ice
melts in the north, so that which is in the Breath of a Name has a means to expand. The formulations
of Yapheth are in Dan which give the means to full extend by breaking open the crystals of Thought,
affirming them, and laying them upon the altar to be incorporated into service. As Cham is activated
within a Name, one commences to expand from the midst of the Seed which is full extended by Queen
Bayinah, the left chamber of the Unified Consciousness. The origins a Name are forever in OLiyun,
bound unto the Aúwv of their Name, which shall never see disgrace. The 8 within a Seed are saved
through the waters as the waters are appropriated for their Name, whereby immersion in the waters is
the means of our salvation. Salvation is the appropriation of all members to be of the Neúwn Mind
whereby they are lifted up from miry clay and whereby their Name nor their members see corruption
of the grave. Through Mayim, the distillations of Reúwch, one activates all within the SeedName to
ascend and bear their fruit. When a member is used apart from the Origins of Name then it bears cor-
ruption; however, when a member is aligned by being fastened to the Tree of a Name then it bears the
glory of a Name.  As we activate our hands and feet, and then our members in the kaiyúwer daily, we
enter into the Waters of Wisdom, Understanding, and Knowledge. The waters of Wisdom are the initial
waters of approaching the altar; the waters of Understanding are those of in which the parts are
bathed/activated unto service; and the waters of Knowledge are for the hands and feet of the offerings
whereby their thoughts of Wisdom and Understanding are fully extended. 

Sham is the SeedLogo of a Name that bears the fruit of Knowledge. Within Sham is Wisdom and
Understanding. By opening the sides of a Name and drawing out its strength, the Name appears in all
of its branches. The means to generate a Head upon the stalk of your Name is by Sham. Each genera-
tion of the offspring of Núwach are further levels of unfoldment. Through Sham is the elder brother of
the three, Sham and its descendants are born upon the foundations of Cham and the support of
Yapheth. The phrase, the Daughter of Tsiyun/Zion is a reference to the Virgin Daughter of the Unified
Consciousness from which all Names are born in the day they appear in the midst of the Fire. The wife
of Sham is Queen Ushatti, one who bears the strands of a Name, and weaves them into a garment. The
meaning of the Name of Queen Ushatti stems from the foundations of Thought that are formed as
strands of Fire. Ushatti unifies the strands of Fire unto deeds/fruit as a Queen who works the distaff
[Mishle 30]. By the weaving of the strands of Thoughts in a SeedName, the beauty or fruit appears
upon the branches.

Upon all that is in Núwach—the crown Mind of Neúwn, the works of a Name come forth. These
works are the fruit of Reshun who bears Cham, Yapheth, and Sham. The works of Núwach are extend-
ed through Queen Rechel, the wife of Núwach. Though various inspirations bear other Names as the
wife of Núwach, the Names are traits of the Chayit: as Naamah, aka: Emzara, daughter of Rake'el, son
of Methuselah; the Voice of Raamah: [Yirmeyahu Jer 31:15]. In Arabic traditions the wife of Núwach is
Haykêl, the daughter of Namûs. In various works of China, Persia, Arabic and Christian literature vari-
ous accounts of the flood and their Names are recorded. 
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The accounts of Adim and ChaúWah, Núwach and Rechel, and Avrehhem and Sarah, are the same
story presented through various windows of Illumination. The Names in the accounts are the activities
of a SeedName according to their compositions and deeds. Thus every Name in the writings are the
Works of a Name. Núwach is the Mind of Consolation conveying one who obtains peace amongst all
peoples. Though the accounts in the writings and the generations of all peoples are written in various
scripts and levels of inspiration, the heart of all accounts is the House of Núwach. In that every
Name of all species is of Núwach, we are all of one House of one blood. YishARAL, the 12, appear as
the upper branches of a Tree as the lineages of Sham flame upon the foundation of Cham and Yapheth;
however, apart from Wisdom and Understanding they would not appear, nor would Cham and Yapheth
appear apart from YishARAL. When we consider that we are of One House, being of One Kind, then
we cannot put our hand against another. 

Within the generations of Núwach is the Name of Yaoquv. Yaoquv is a development of the Mind of
Núwach whereby Núwach bears the Twelve from the three tens of Lammad. When Yaoquv bears
Beniyman, the 12th offspring through Rechel, then the days of Núwach are fulfilled. The Name of
Yahushúo is the core extension of all within Beniyman, whereby the Light in the SeedName now
shines forth unto a new generation of OLiyun. Each age of the Aúwvim is unto a state of fulfillment.
When the Light comes forth from the SeedName of one era, then it is likened unto day one of a suc-
ceeding era. In that the Lights of OLiyun are set, then the harvest of all Names is secured. Day by day,
or act by act, the Lights of OLiyun impact the SeedName until all the goodness within a Name is
drawn out and gathered into the Mind of OLiyun. What is born from the SeedName are all Names—
Works of Light until the Light within the Name, which is the Light of the World, rises within the
SeedName. This birth is called in the writings: BannNeúwn, son of Nun, or son of Man/Anúwsh. The
one that emerges is the Offspring of ARAL which comes with the Name of Reshun, from the core of
5:5 in the midst of a SeedName. This Name is called the Star of Yaoquv for it is the Light of
Knowledge that is born from Rechel, the wife of Núwach [CHP/Num 24:17-19]. 

The Ninth of the most high is meShich, Yahushúo, called in some traditions the fourth son of
Núwach. Yahushúo is born of Rechel, the offspring of the Neúwn-Chayit Ring of ALhhim
[Miykeh/Micah 5:2-5; Yirmeyahu Jer 31:15; Matt 2:17-18]. The account of Maryim/Mary being the Mother of
Yahushúo conveys that one is born from the midst of Understanding, by one who stands beside
maShayh of Wisdom [Mishle 8:12]. The tradition of Maryim being the Mother in the Gospels stems from
Maryim bearing maShayh in the Teúwrah. Maryim is the Mother to bring forth the inner nature of a
Name; however, the head of the SeedName is born by Rechel which appears through the travails
of the womb. MaShayh/Moses is not meShich, but the means to convey the full extent of Wisdom for
the meShich to appear. As meShich is “the end/fulfilment of the Law,” so is Yahushúo the full extent of
all things written in maShayh. There is the document of the Law—the embodiment of Knowledge that
must be opened to behold the Wisdom and Understanding in the verses, and there is the fulfillment of
the Words whereby the Light that inscribed the Words blazes from within all formed by the Words, the
later being meShich. The birth of Beniyman and the birth of Yahushúo, the meShich, are one account
which are born by their Mother, Rechel. With Núwach, the three sons, and their wives, Yahushúo is
the crown Name, the 9th, to emanate the Light that has arisen through the 8. Yahushúo is the
emanating thoughts of the Aúwvim that are woven into a SeedName. As the Thoughts of one’s Name
rises to form a head from the Body in which it is sown, then the full glory spoken by the Aúwv within
a Name radiates from the Houses in which a Name dwells.
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The four Wives of Núwach are the four Queens of Light. Chakmah is the Queen of the
Negev/South; Bayinah the Queen of Tsaphun/the North; Ushatti the Queen of Qedam/the East, and
Rechel, the Queen of Yúwm/the West. The reason that Ushatti is depicted as unavailable before the
king in the writings of Hadassah is due to the time in the day when the request is made, for Ushatti
appears in the early morning in the dawn’s light—for those who enter into the veils of the north by the
evening oylah whereby the Light of the Dawn breaks forth in them in the dawn. Basically, the king
was asking for the Origins to appear from the Qedam; however, the preparations for such had not been
met; and hence, Ushatti cannot appear. 

Within the Nine are 4 Kings and the 4 Queens, and the Offspring of the Kings and Queen, which is
called the King of Kings, the one/1 ascending from all 4 sides of the Kings and Queens/8. As one sets
the Counsel of Nine in their Head, they govern their thoughts and lands by the Kings and Queens.
Those who seek for the Kingdom of YahúWah enter into the government of YahúWah, and administer
their lands by the Counsel of Nine.  The Nine is the
House of OLiyun, and what is meant by “the most
high.” The Queens are the Body of the Kings which
govern all states of form, space, and thought including
their Numbers and their ascensions. The Kings are the
Directive Regulators by Numbers; the Queens are
Governors by the Letters. All are initiated by Yahh—
The Regulations and maintained by Wah—The
Governors. These are the Kings and the Queens of the
Mind of meShich which are subject to the Master
King of the Worlds—YahúWah through which all
Words and Deeds of Light are transmitted to the
Names of the Kingdom. 

The Corporate Name of the Nine is OLiyun
through which YahúWah reigns in all minds and lands
[Yeshayahu/Isa 66:1]. The Names of YahúWah and
OLiyun occur together as YahúWah OLiyun, the King
over all the earth, denoting the Collective of the Most High/Mind governing all thought pulses and the
hands to fulfill them [i.e. Tehillah 47:2]. As the Counsel of Nine arises to the crown in all peoples, then
the Kingdom of YahúWah fills the earth. The Kingdom of YahúWah is in all peoples/species now;
however, when the Nine in all that Breaths rise to their CrownHead, then the Kingdom shall
come/appear in all inhabitants. The entire Earth belongs to YahúWah and the fulness thereof; there-
fore there is nothing in the world that does not belong to the Kingdom. 

The throne in Nephetli of each House, in which is the Seat of Daúwd, is joined to the Throne of
Reshun, whereby the heavens and the earth are joined as one Kingdom [Eph 1:10]. The Throne of
Reshun is in the midst of the Aúwvim, in the 5:5 centre. The Throne of the Aúwvim is in the heavens,
in the midst of the Arúwan/Ark. The Thone of the Offspring of ALhhim is in the centre of the
Consciousness in the heavens/mind. 

The glory of a Name is for the Collective as honey is shared for the hive. Each measure of glory is
the composite workings of all sides of Light. As our Names are positioned by and for the Collective
we are able to bear our glory in the Collective, for the glory of every Name appears only for the sake
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of YahúWah [Yeshayahu/Is 42:8]. From the position in the midst of Nine, in the throne seat of Yahushúo,
we bear the glory of the Aúwv. As one bears the glory from their members the bronzed honey flows
from the Collective hive. As no one bee can make sweetness, the glory of our Names are born as we
are in our places in the Collective by Name and lineage. As all Numbers are in Nine—the Most High
comprised of the House of 4 Kings and 4 Queens supreme and their Offspring, so all services of a
Name are unto the Nine. One transfers their expense of energies for what’s in it for me to what’s in it
for the Collective. 

In the Day/Act of becoming, the Name of YahúWah is One/unifes all the earth—states of Light
[ZekkarYah/Zach 14:9]. By compounding works of Light hyhy, YahúWah is Achadd, and the Name is
Achadd—that is, the Collective members are unified in all states, and the Name is the Unified as ONE
NAME. The compounding works of Light causes all members to be joined into a whole. By Fire of the
Spirit the Name of each entity is welded together to be whole. The welding of a Name is the joining of
the Rings of its Breath—the Ring of Momentum and the Ring of Extension, whereby there is no divi-
sion.

xrah lk lo klml hwhy hyhw 

dja wmccw dja hwhy hyhy awhh mwyb 

ZekkarYah/Zach 14:9

The origins of all Faces—the expressions of the Aúwvim are in the Name of YahúWah, whereby
the Faces of ALhhim are called by the Name of YahúWah. The Name of YahúWah is composed of the
double Hhúwa 5+5/10 and the Yeúwd/1 + ÚWah/6 =7; the later is read as the Activities/1 of Unity/6.
The Sum of the Numbers by Wisdom of the Lights and the Knowledge of Deeds is 17/PaúWah. As the
Faces of YahúWah rise/8 within a SeedName, the House of OLiyun is built. YahúWah OLiyun conveys
the ascendant of the Collective in the Mind. The one’s serving OLiyun include Malekkiytsedeq, who is

a kuwahen of
ALOLiyun—a priest in
the Unified Order of the
Heavens [SMB 14:18].
Malekkiytsedeq is the
thought of the Aúwvim
that appears as the Judge-
King. The appearance of
Malekkiytsedeq in the nar-
ratives depicts the coming
of the Judge that opens the
gates into the Counsel of
Nine. As a Name comes to
the level of the Faces of
Malekkiytsedeq, they take
the throne in their mind
where the Ring of
Malekkiytsedeq seats in
the heavens. While the
narratives are parables in
nature, they vibrate the
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reality of one entering into the parable. When a Name bears the Faces of Malekkiytsedeq the parable is
quickened in them, whereby the Words of the narrative now are the Words of your Name, living and
active. Entrance into the Order of Malekkiytsedeq is through attaining the Wisdom and Understanding
and Knowledge to administer the Bread and the Wine which issues forth by the Hand of Reshun from
the Throne in the Arúwan. As illustrated, Malekkiytsedeq administers Wisdom, whereby there is an
alignment of Rings to yield righteousness; Aviyahua administers the Bread and Wine of
Understanding, and ShmúwAl the Breads of Knowledge. These are the three orders of the Kuwáhnim.
There are 23 kuwáhnim of Wisdom, 23 of Understanding, and 23 of Knowledge. These are the 69
Kuwáhnim who are with the one of the 70th in the midst. The one of the 70 is the Name who attains
Oyin in the midst of HhaKuwáhnim, as the SeedHead of Yaoquv. Hence, those who come into
Metsryim are Numbered as 70; however, only 69 Names are written, for the 70th is the soul of each
Name who comes into the world [SMB/Gen 46:27]. 

The Voice of Aúwv Avrehhem vibrates messages of ALYahúWah and ALOLiyun acquiring the
heavens and earth [SMB 14:22]. All SeedThoughts and Numbers of ALYahúWah and ALOLiyun gener-
ate mind and body—heavens and earth. The Seed of Nine—Beniyman contains ALYahúWah and
ALOLiyun through which there is a mind and body for every Name. When OLiyun appears, then one
speaks in the Name of YahúWah OLiyun, for they have now brought forth into their assembly the full
Counsel of Light.  In this manner the Head of AL [godhead] is formed in the mind of a Name. 

When the Consciousness of Núwach arises within the mind, the meShich is born out of your
SeedName. This one of the Nine is anointed with the Life of Reshun. The Thought of Life flows from
the midst of the Arúwan in the heavens/mind. When the text states the One of ALhhim anoints
Yahushúo, it is referring to the Unified Consciousness of Mind that flows with the anointing, whereby
one goes about doing all manner of good—all things of the Collective. The One of ALhhim who
anoints is speaking of your Name, for as a Name opens from the Nine of Beniyman, it forms the Rings
of ALhhim through which flows the Life into the Twelve Branches of its Name to carry forth the good-
ness of Reshun. 

And by a Captain/Prince/Quest of unity dja ayçnw 18
there is a Desire/Captain of Unity drawn out for a branch hfmm dja ayçn 

to acquire through formulas wjqt 

an inheritance of the summations of the Land. :≈rahta ljnl 

The formulas of the Names are of Reshun seated within your SeedName.  From the Source of Life
in Reshun, the Lammad/12 extend the Light of Reshun. Reshun 5:5/10 incorporates all Numbers. The
Lammad is formed by the Union/1 of the Sides/2 of Reshun, which is a composition of the 3 levels of
Thought, two providing the framework to house the Light within.  The inner Values of Reshun are
09876543210. The formulas of the sides are 9+1, 8+2, 7+3, 6+4, 5+5 which are summed as 50 or read
as 11111—five ones. The five ones 11111 are the extent of the Life in Reshun that forms the Lammad
Body through which the Life is made evident. The one in the midst is flanked by 2, either on the right
or left; however, this is not the source of Lammad. The Lammad is the summation of the 5 ones drawn
out from both ends to comprise 10/y.  Each stick of 5 ones has two ends. The Lammad is One of two
Sides which forms the Body of Reshun—the One of two sides from which there are Two sides of
Light. The body is known as the Body of Unified Consciousness fulfilled by Lammad in which the
Tree of Life forms to sustain the Illumination of Reshun. Your lands, as States of Light are formed by
the Union of your two sides. The formulas in Reshun are extended to form the network of your branch-
es: 1212121212/60/s, which when divided by 5 is 12, written as ba/Aúwv. Through the consciousness
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of the Life of Lammad in Semek/s, you bear the 12 fruit upon your branches of the Tree of Life—
Reshun. 

As the 12 pray to evaluate their thoughts and ambitions, they enter into discourses in the Name of
the Consciousness that bears them. “Ask in my Name and receive,” your Consciousness advises. Utter
your prayers from your Twelve Houses according to the Order of Lammad through which the Life of
your Names connects to Reshun. When the Chassidim say that the Twelve are to ask anything in my
Name, the text is stating that the Twelve within you are to employ the Name to whom they belong—in
the Name of your 12 Heads appointed for your 12 branches, whereby your request is pure and heard in
the courts of Reshun—touching the pulse of the universe. Each day, as your Twelve come to the altar,
your prayers ascend in the Name of your Head, whereby they do not fall short in connecting to
Reshun. 

Chiefly, ask for three things. The first is State of the Kingdom which is the unadulterated Liberty
connecting your members with your Light Sources. Your prayers affirm your place in the domains of
Light. The first prayers of the Twelve are for the Liberty from all enslavements. Included in seeking
the Kingdom is to govern your members as citizens of the Kingdom, and your associations with other
Names. Your prayers include affirmations for judgment and mercy which activate discernment within
you. You lay yourself on the altar to fulfill all assignments and tasks to which you are appointed in the
Kingdom whereby you fulfill the directives of your Light in your dwelling states.

You ask for the Teachings/Bread of your Aúwv of the Day from which you are fed. The food you
are given sustains your mind and members in accordance with the will of the Heavens—the Lights
which regulates the states of your waters. In accordance with the Bread, the stones of your Names are
opened to feed your Twelve who sit at your table—at the tongue of instruction. 

You seek for Understanding—the Drink that flows with the Bread and the results of implementing
what you are taught. The Drink makes Joy full and then spills out into all things that you put your hand
to perform. You do not ask for things of the world, lest you be attached to the things that perish.  You
are not of the world, but of the Aúvim/Fathers. As you maintain freedom from the world, you are in a
position of expanse into all things of the Lights. What you seek are the Thoughts of the Aúvim and
their deeds. Hence, you ask, saying, Aúwv/Father of my Name, distinguished is your Name in my
house. Your dominion appears in
me—through my Thoughts and my
lands. My hands are committed to ful-
fill your deeds as the agent/representa-
tive of your Kingdom. Accordingly, I
place my hands and feet into the
waters before your altar. Based upon
your commitments to perform the
deeds and walk in the progressions of
the Lights, you speak further in the
midst of the Fire from which you
receive the Bread and the Drink. You
hearken to the Voice of your Shepherd
whereby you do not incur debts—the
vain expense of your Numbers. By
Wisdom, Understanding, and
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To affirm your Inheritances of 
RAúwaben

Gad and
of Mæneshah
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Mæneshah

RAúwaben

Gad

Seats of 9
Princes



Knowledge you retain no faults of others within your vessels. With this paradigm you are at perpetual
Liberty as Light itself. 

The Nine Princes are laid-up in the coccyx and sacrum bones from which directions emerge to
acquire the states of the branches of your Name. The foundation of the coccyx is the sum of the
Numbers of a Name of Yahúdah. From the base of the coccyx are the Princes of Yahúdah, Shamoúnn,
Beniyman, and Dan. The fused bone in the midst of the coccyx and sacrum are the Princes of
Yúwsphah, ChænyiAL and QemuAyL, from which one ascends unto the top ring of the sacrum to the
Prince of Nephetli. 

The activations of the Princes within your depository of Light are according to your desires. The
desires for your branches to be fruitful target your progressions and fulfillments. When more than one
desire or ambition is playing in your parts, you have inner conflict of making progressions. The Prince,
by Name, exacts/draws out your credits deposited in your Seed, to fulfil aspirations and obligations to
your Name, the LandOwner. 

Your inheritance/nechal/ljn is your rightful possession of land appointed for you before the worlds
are made. According to Numbers in your Name, your land is foreordained. Your land is set apart in
accordance from the origins of your branches, destined with valleys to receive the streams of Light
flowing from the Mountain. Your shafts of mines are obtained by releasing what is stored in your
branches. Nechal/inheritance denotes that you are flowing into your appointed place in the Unified
Kingdom as a river/nechal flows unto the place designated for its waters. As water finds its own levels
so your Name comes to rest at its appointed reserved space. Nechal/inheritance is coming to age to
receive the Trust of Resources reserved in your Name. 

And these—those of the strands of Light which carry the instructions of Yæhh hlaw 19
are the Names of the benefactors µyçnah twmç 

for the branch of Yahúdah/Values, hdwhy hfml 

Kellev/Caleb bann Yephúwnæhh :hnpy ˆb blk 

The first desire is your Numbers to rise from your foundations.  
And for the branch of the offspring of Hearing/Shamoúnn, ˆw[mç ynb hfmlw 20

ShmúwAL bann Omihuwd :dwhym[‐ˆb lawmç 
The second desire is to develop understanding of your Numbers whereby they are foundation of

your houses/hearing. As Shamounn is taken by the Hand of Yuwsphah to bring Beniyman into the
land, so Shamounn you appoint your hearing to cultivate the appearance of your Seed unto its rightful
place of occupation.   

For the branching of Beniyman/Son of Man, ˆmynb hfml 21
ALyidud bann Kuwslúwn. :ˆwlsk‐ˆb ddyla 

The third quest is to provide a place for the sum of your seed to rise to its Daúwd origins of AL.
Beniyman, in the third position corresponds to the resurrection of your Name unto its place appointed
in the Kingdom of Dauwd/David/dd. 

For the branching of the offspring of Judgment/Dan ˆd‐ynb hfmlw 22
the Prince ayçn 

Beqi bann Yægli. :ylgy‐ˆb yqb 

As in the parables of Chassidim, the Judge follows the appearance of the Son of Man, Beniyman. 
For the offspring of Yúwshpah πswy ynbl 23

for the branching of the offspring of Bread of the Shayh/Meneshah hçnm‐ynb hfml 
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T ayçn 

T :dpa‐ˆb laynj 

T µyrpa‐ynb hfmlw 24
T ayçn 

T :ˆfpç‐ˆb lawmq 

T ˆlwbz‐ynb hfmlw 25
T ayçn 

T :˚nrp‐ˆb ˆpxyla 

T rkççy‐ynb hfmlw 26
T ayçn 

T :ˆz[‐ˆb layflp 

T rça‐ynb hfmlw 27
T ayçn 

T :ymlç‐ˆb dwhyja 

T yltpn‐ynb hfmlw 28
T ayçn 

T :dwhym[‐ˆb lahdp 

T hwhy hwx rça hla 29
T ljnl 

T larçy‐ynb‐ta 

T :ˆ[nk ≈rab 

ChameshHhaPekudim (Bemidbar/Numbers) 35
T hçm‐la hwhy rbdyw 1

T bawm tbr[b 

T wjry ˆdry‐l[ 

T :rmal 

T larçy ynb‐ta wx 2
T µywll wntnw 

T µtzja tljnm 

T tbçl µyr[ 

T µyr[l çrgmw 

T µhytbybs 

T :µywll wntt 

T µhl µyr[h wyhw 3
T tbçl 

T µhyçrgmw 

T µtmhbl wyhy 
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T µçkrlw 

T :µtyj lklw  

T µyr[h yçrgmw 4
T µywll wntt rça 

T h xwjw ry[h ryqm 

T :bybs hma πla 

T µtdmw 5
T ry[l ≈wjm 

T hmdq‐tap‐ta 

T hmab µypla 

T bgn‐tap‐taw 

T hmab µypla 

T µy‐tap‐taw 

T hmab µypla 

T ˆwpx tap taw 

T hmab µypla 

T ˚wtb ry[hw  

T µhl hyhy hz 

T :µyr[h yçrgm 

T µyr[h taw 6
T µywll wntt rça 

T flqmh yr[‐çç ta 

T wntt rça 

T jxrh hmç snl 

T wntt µhyl[w 

T :ry[ µytçw µy[bra 

T µyr[h‐lk 7
T µywll wntt rça 

T ry[ hnmçw µy[bra 

T ˆhta 

T :ˆhyçrgm‐taw 

T µyr[hw 8
T wntt rça 

T larçy‐ynb tzjam 

T brh tam 

T wbrt 

T f[mh tamw 

T wfy[mt 

T wtljn ypk çya 

T wljny rça 

T wyr[m ˆty 
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T :µywll 

T hçm‐la hwhy rbdyw 9
T :rmal 

T larçy ynb‐la rbd 10
T µhla trmaw 

T µyrb[ µta yk 

T ˆdryh‐ta 

T :ˆ[nk h xra  

T µyr[ µkl µtyrqhw 11
T flqm yr[ 

T µkl hnyyht 

T jxr hmç snw 

T çpn‐hkm 

T :hggçb 

T µyr[h µkl wyhw 12
T flqml 

T lagm 

T jxrh twmy alw 

T wdm[‐d[ 

T hd[h ynpl 

T :fpçml 

T µyr[hw 13
T wntt rça 

T flqm yr[‐çç 

T :µkl hnyyht 

T µyr[h çlç ta 14
T wntt 

T ˆdryl rb[m 

T µyr[h çlç taw 

T wntt 

T ˆ[nk ≈rab 

T :hnyyht flqm yr[ 

T larçy ynbl 15
T rglw 

T µkwtb bçwtlw 

T hnyyht 

T hlah µyr[h‐çç 

T flqml 

T hmç swnl 

T çpn‐hkm‐lk 
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T :hggçb 

T lzrb ylkb‐µaw 16
T whkh 

T tmyw 

T awh jxr 

T :jxrh tmwy twm 

T dy ˆbab µaw 17
T hb twmy‐rça 

T whkh 

T tmyw 

T awh jxr 

T :jxrh tmwy twm 

T dy‐≈[ ylkb wa 18
T wb twmy‐rça 

T whkh 

T tmyw 

T awh jxr 

T :jxrh tmwy twm  

T µdh lag 19
T tymy awh 

T jxrh‐ta 

T wb‐w[gpb 

T :wntmy awh 

T hançb‐µaw 20
T wnpdhy 

T wyl[ ˚ylçh‐wa 

T hyd xb 

T :tmyw 

T whkh hbyab wa 21
T wdyb 

T tmyw 

T hkmh tmwy‐twm 

T awh jxr 

T µdh lag 

T jxrh‐ta tymy 

T :wb‐w[gpb 

T [tpb‐µaw 22
T hbya‐alb 

T wpdh 

T wyl[ ˚ylçh‐wa 
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T ylk‐lk 

T :hyd x alb 

T ˆba‐lkb wa 23
T hb twmy‐rça 

T twar alb 

T wyl[ lpyw 

T tmyw 

T wl bywa‐al awhw 

T :wt[r çqbm alw 

T hd[h wfpçw 24
T hkmh ˆyb 

T µdh lag ˆybw 

T :hlah µyfpçmh l[ 

T jxrh‐ta hd[h wly xhw 25
T µdh lag dym 

T hd[h wta wbyçhw 

T wflqm ry[‐la 

T hmç sn‐rça 

T hb bçyw 

T ldgh ˆhkh twm‐d[ 

T wta jçm‐rça  

T :çdqh ˆmçb 

T jxrh axy axy‐µaw 26
T lwbg‐ta 

T wflqm ry[ 

T :hmç swny rça 

T µdh lag wta axmw 27
T lwbgl ≈wjm 

T wflqm ry[ 

T µdh lag jxrw 

T jxrh‐ta 

T :µd wl ˆya 

T bçy wflqm ry[b yk 28
T ldgh ˆhkh twm‐d[ 

T ldgh ˆhkh twm yrjaw 

T jxrh bwçy 

T :wtzja ≈ra‐la 

T µkl hla wyhw 29
T fpçm tqjl 

T µkytrdl 
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T :µkytbçwm lkb 

T çpn‐hkm‐lk 30
T µyd[ ypl 

T jxrh‐ta jxry 

T dja d[w 

T çpnb hn[y‐al 

T :twml 

T rpk wjqt‐alw 31
T jxr çpnl 

T twml [çr awh‐rça 

T :tmwy twm‐yk 

T rpk wjqt‐alw 32
T swnl 

T wflqm ry[‐la 

T bwçl 

T ≈rab tbçl 

T :ˆhkh twm‐d[  

T wpynjt‐alw 33
T ≈rah‐ta 

T hb µta rça 

T πynjy awh µdh yk 

T ≈rah‐ta 

T rpky‐al ≈ralw 

T hb‐˚pç rça µdl 

T :wkpç µdb µa‐yk 

T amft alw 34
T ≈rah‐ta 

T hb µybçy µta rça 

T hkwtb ˆkç yna rça 

T hwhy yna yk 

T ˆkç 

T :larçy ynb ˚wtb 

ChameshHhaPekudim (Numbers) 36
And the Heads of the Fathers are engaged/become near  twbah yçar wbrqyw 1

for the families of the offspring of Testimony/Guloid, d[lg‐ynb tjpçml 

bann Makir, rykm‐ˆb 

bann Meneshah, hçnm‐ˆb 

drawn out of the families of the offspring of Yúwsphah, πswy ynb tjpçmm 
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Nasal Pair of small oblong bones that form the bridge and roof of the nose, namely are
 Makir rykm recognition/approve/moul, left side 
 Guloid  dOlg  verify/testify of all inner statements, right side

Lacrimal pair which are behind and lateral to the nasal bone, also contribute to the orbits. (Smallest 
bones in the face.) Contain foramina for the nasolacrimal ducts (tear ducts; o�spring of Guloid.   
 Ayozar rzOya strength of active principles, left 
 Chalaq qlj  distinguish and cultivate concepts, right

Zygomatic pair, known also as Zygoma and Malar Bones, referred as Cheek Bones because they 
form a prominent part of the cheeks; contributes to orbits of moons. Articulates with the frontal, 
maxilla, sphenoid and temporal bones.
 AshriAL layrca a�rm/verify the United Order, phases of AL, left
 Shakem mkc  shoulders responsibility/carries forth the Faces of the Fathers, right

Maxilla Upper jaw bones, which also form the lower parts of the orbits. Bone into which the upper 
teeth are attached. Each maxilla contains a maxillary sinus that drains �uid into the nasal cavity.
 Shamido Odymc Name of Knowledge; to assure, testify, left
 Chephur rpj dig/excavate/search/explore, right

Vomer triangular plate of bone on the �oor of the nasal cavity and part of the nasal septum. Sepa-
rates the nasal cavities into left and right sides.
 Tsal’phachad djplx marksman of oneness, uni�es sides, centre 

Turbinator pairs known as Turbinate Bone and Nasal Concha. These terms refer to any of three thin 
bones that form the sides of the nasal cavities.
 Machlah hljm renounce fault and damages/release, left
 Noah hOn movements between states/adapts/mobilizes, right

Palatine pair at the back of the roof of the mouth. Small "L-shaped" bones. Form the bottom of the 
orbitals and nasal cavities, and also the roof of the mouth.
 Chaglah hlgj encircle, go around, left
 Milkah hklm counsel/queen/advice/determination, right

Mandible known as the lower jaw bone. Also forms the chin and sides of the face. (Largest, stron-
gest facial bone.)
 Tirtsah hxrt pleasing explanations/replies, smiles, centre, base of expressions 

hcnm11
14 Facial Bones,
an inheritance 
of Mæneshah.

1/2 of Neúwn Destiny



and they speak to the Faces of maShayh hçm ynpl wrbdyw 

and to the Faces of the Benefactors/Princes µyaçnh ynplw 

Heads of the Aavut/Fathers twba yçar 

for the offspring of YishARAL. :larçy ynbl 
This section of the inheritance of the five daughters of Tsal’phachad pertains to preserve the say-

ings/mouths and faces of your Name whereby they are ever joined to the Bread of your Name. The
House of Meneshah, compose of two words, Man/manna and Shayh/lamb, is the foundation from
which the Bread of your Name of Life rises. Hence, the inheritance of Meneshah corresponds to the 14
bones of the faces that form the openings of the nose and mouth. With the inheritance of Meneshah,
your spirit partakes, inhaling and meditating upon all that rises from the fruit of the loins.   

T wrmayw 2
T ynda‐ta 

T hwhy hwx 

T ≈rah‐ta ttl 

T hljnb 

T lrwgb 

T larçy ynbl 

T hwx yndaw

T hwhyb 

T ttl 

T wnyja djpl x tljn‐ta 

T :wytnbl 
The five daughters are the fruit of what your spirit achieves through forming the unity of Spirit

flowing from your loins. As Tsal’phachad brings into unity the three teraysarunim of your Name,
depicted by the vomer bone of the nose, that which hangs upon this achievement is the designation of
the mouth for the Words of your sweet breads. Though this inheritance set in place, the hinges of the
jaws are married/joined to the facial features of above whereby your speech and expressions are conse-
crated to the Voice of your Name. 

T wyhw 3
T djal 

T ynbm 

T yfbç 

T larçy‐ynb 

T µyçnl 

T ˆtljn h[rgnw 

T wnytba tljnm  

T πswnw 

T hfmh tljn l[ 

T µhl hnyyht rça 

T lrgmw 

T wntljn 

T :[rgy 

T lbyh hyhy‐µaw 4
T larçy ynbl 
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T ˆtljn hpswnw 

T hfmh tljn l[ 

T µhl hnyyht rça 

T wnytba hfm tljnmw 

T :ˆtljn [rgy 

T hçm wxyw 5
T larçy ynb‐ta 

T hwhy yp‐l[ 

T rmal 

T ˆk 

T :µyrbd πswy‐ynb hfm  

T rbdh hz 6
T hwhy hwx‐rça 

T djpl x twnbl 

T rmal 

T µhyny[b bwfl 

T µyçnl hnyyht 

T tjpçml ˚a 

T µhyba hfm 

T :µyçnl hnyyht 

T hljn bst‐alw 7
T larçy ynbl 

T hfm‐la hfmm 

T çya yk 

T tljnb 

T wytba hfm  

T :larçy ynb wqbdy 

T tb‐lkw 8
T hljn tçry 

T larçy ynb twfmm 

T djal 

T hyba hfm tjpçmm 

T hçal hyht 

T larçy ynb wçryy ˆ[ml 

T çya 

T :wytba tljn 

T hljn bst‐alw 9
T hfmm 

T rja hfml 

T çya‐yk 
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T wtljnb 

T wqbdy 

T :larçy ynb twfm  

T hçm‐ta hwhy hwx rçak 10
T wç[ ˆk 

T :djpl x twnb 

T hljm hnyyhtw 11
T hlgjw h xrt 

T h[nw hklmw 

T djpl x twnb 

T ˆhydd ynbl 

T :µyçnl 

T tjpçmm 12
T πswy‐ˆb hçnm‐ynb 

T µyçnl wyh 

T ˆtljn yhtw 

T hfm‐l[ 

T :ˆhyba tjpçm 

T twxmh hla 13
T µyfpçmhw 

T hwhy hwx rça 

T hçm‐dyb 

T larçy ynb‐la 

T bawm tbr[b 

T :wjry ˆdry l[
The last Letter of the scroll is as the first Letter, whereby the writings of ChameshHhaPekudim

form a hook to join the first three scrolls with the following three scrolls of HhaTeuwrah. As Numbers
are the heart of the universe, ChameshHhaPekukim is the heart of the Seven Scrolls. 
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